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7501795

INTELLIGENCE RELATED DOCUMENTS FOR SEN CHURCH COM

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

SCOWCROFT

DAVIS

7501795

CHURCH CM REQUEST TO THE PRES FOR INTELLIGENCE MATERIAL / NSC 3 SET OF
MENUS TO SCOWCROFT / NSCIDS / UNCLASSIFIED VERSION OF COLBY DEC 1974 RPT

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

SCOWCROFT

CHURCH, FRANK
MCFARLANE
DAVIS
DUCHEN, P
DUCHEN, P
MCFARLANE
RATLIFF

7501795A

DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7501795

7501795B

DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7501795 CONTINUED

178-10004-10238
DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7501795 CONTINUED

7501795C

DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7501795 CONTINUED
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
SCOWCROFT

7501991

NSC COMPILATION OF INTELLIGENCE MATERIALS FOR SEN CHURCH
(IN RESPONSE TO CHURCH 3/12 LTR TO PRES -- 7501795)
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
SCOWCROFT

7501991A

DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7501991

7501991B

3 PART COMPILATION OF INTELLIGENCE MATERIAL FOR SENATOR CHURCH
LIST II
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
SCOWCROFT

7501991C

LIST II CONTINUED
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
SCOWCROFT

7502006

LIST OF NSC INTELLIGENCE MATERIALS FOR REVIEW FOR CHURCH COM FWD
TO JOHN CLARK FOR USIC REUVIEW OF MATERIAL
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
DBER

7502190

CY OF BUCHEN LTR TO NIXON LAWYER MILLER RE DISPOSITION OF INTELLIGENCE MATERIAL
FOR CHURCH COM

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

DAVIS

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO CIA FOR HOOVER COMM TASK FORCE RPT ON INTELLIGENCE 1955 & 1944 W/ ATTACHS (CHURCH LTR TO CIA 3/12 75065447 CLARK TASK FORCE RPT)

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

MCFARLANE

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO CIA FOR MEMBERSHIP OF FORTY COM & PREDECESSOR COMMITTEES (RESPONSE TO CHURCH 3/12 LTR TO CIA & 3/12 LTR TO PRES -- 7506547 & 7501795)

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

SCOWCROFT

WILDEROTTER REQUEST FOR DOCUMENTATION ON ABOLITION OF SPECIAL GROUP (C1) (FURTHER TO CHURCH COM 3/12 LTR TO PRES -- 7501795) - BACKGROUNDER

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

DAVIS

WILDEROTTER, J

WILDEROTTER REQUEST FOR MEMBERSHIP IN SPECIAL GROUP C1 (FURTHER TO CHURCH 3/12 LTR TO PRES -- 7501795)

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

TO SECRET
24 NUV 1976

DAVIS
75033214

WILDEROTTER, J

JOUCI\MENT LIST FOR 7503331

7503342

NSC LISTING OF SENSITIVE & RECOMMENDED SANITIZED VERSION OF NSCID - LA
(FURTHER TO CHURCH 3/12 REQUEST TO PRES -- 7501795)

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
SCOWCROFT

DAVIS
UBER
DAVIS

7503379

CHURCH CM REQUEST TO ODG FOR INTELLIGENCE MATERIAL (ALSO OVERLAPS SOME
CHURCH CM REQUEST OF 3/12 TO CIA)

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
SCHLESINGER, J

CHURCH, FRANK
LATIMORE, T

7503379A

7503379B

7503397

CONSIDERATION OF NSCID-9 CIA FORM INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS WITHIN US &
CLANDESTINE OPERATIONS ABROAD AFFECTING US CITIZENS ABROAD / REF TO CHURCH CM

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

SCOWCROFT

OBER

7533603

CHURCH CM REQUEST TO FBI FOR 'FIC INTEDEPARTMENTAL INTELLIGENCE CONF
REPORTS ON INTERNAL SECURITY (NO CY OF CHURCH LTR / OR DATE OF LTR)

TOP SECRET

PHOTO COPY
FROM
GERALD R. FORD LIBRARY
CHURCH COMMITTEE REPORT

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

KELLEY, C

DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 7503603

7503603

NSC RESPONSE TO CHURCH COMM REQUEST FOR HISTORY OF 40 COMM - MARCH 12 CHURCH LTR TO PRES -- SEE ALSO 7501749

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

DAVIS

RATLIFF

CHURCH COMM REQUEST TO STATE FOR DOCUMENTS ON THE STRUCTURE & FUNCTIONS OF THE CABINET COMMITTEE TO COMBAT TERRORISM & ITS WORKING GROUP (NO CY OF LTR RECD)

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

KISSINGER

CHURCH, FRANK

SPRINGSTEEN

SPRINGSTEEN

7503462

CHURCH COMM REQUEST FOR INTELLIGENCE MATERIAL -- LA (HANDLED UNDER NSC LOG 7504254)

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

SCOWCROFT

CLARKE, J

7504028

CHURCH COMM REQUEST TO DOD RE RELEASE OF DOCUMENTS ON PHOENIX PROGRAM (CIA REPORT LIST LTR FM TOWER/CHURCH TO SCHLESINGER/COBY/SECSTATE KISSINGER)

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

SCHLESINGER

CHURCH, FRANK

LATIMER, T

7504026AA

DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 7504028

SECRET

PHOTO COPY

FROM

GERALD R. FORD LIBRARY
CHURCH COM REQUEST TO CIA FOR NIE PROCESS / SOVIET STRATEGIC PLANNING / KEP KEY INTELLIGENCE QUESTIONS IC RPT ON MIDDLE EAST MATAGUZEL CYPRUS INDIA NUCLEAR

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

COLBY, W

DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 7504256

7504256

7504450

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO RHOADS / NARS FOR ACCESS TO CERTAIN FILES IN JFK LIBRARY

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

KHUAN, J

7504454

7534990

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO CIA (4/2) ON COVERT ACTIONS RE CHILE GREECE INDONESIA & CONGO, LAOS & KATZEVACHEK KPT & TO SCOWCROFT (7/1) PARAMILITARY IN LAOS & CHILE / SUBPOENA (4/25) IN JWD CHRON

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

COLBY, W

See 7659 - a follow-up request

inline Annotation: directly to JWA

PHOTO COPY FROM ANDREW R. FORD LIBRARY
DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 7504606AA CONTINUED - CUBA

DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 7504606AA CONTINUED - CUBA

DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 7504606AA CONTINUED - CUBA

DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 7504606AA CONTINUED - CUBA

DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 7504606AA CONTINUED - CUBA

DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 7504606AA CONTINUED - CUBA

DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 7504606AA CONTINUED - CUBA

DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 7504606AA CONTINUED - CUBA

DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 7504606AA CONTINUED - CUBA

SECRET

PHOTO COPY
FROM
GERALD R. FORD LIBRARY
75043060A
DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 75043060A CONTINUED - CUBA

75049060A
DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 75049060A - DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

75049060B
DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 75049060B CONTINUED - DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

75049060C
DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 75049060C CONTINUED - DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

75049060D
DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 75049060D CONTINUED - DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

75049060E
DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 75049060E CONTINUED - DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

75049060F
DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 75049060F CONTINUED - DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

75049060G
DOCUMENT LISTING FOR 75049060G - CONGO
DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7504060 - MAITI

DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7504060 - VIETNAM

DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7504060 - INDONESIA

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO CIA FOR MATERIAL ON DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES
(1ST LTR FROM CHURCH & TOWER)

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
COLBY, W

CHURCH, FRANK
TOWER, JOHN
WILHELM, J
HOWITZ, H

SECRET

PHOTO COPY
FROM
GEORGE FORD LIBRARY
CIA Fwds Copy of Schwartz Ltr Request for Intelligence Papers of Special Group

Initial Addressee

Scowcroft

Church, Frank

Schwartz, Fred

Church, Frank

Springsteen

Church Request to DOD for Intelligence Related Material RE NSA / DOD
Includes NSC type material / also includes Copy of Church Comm Charter

Initial Addressee

Schlesinger, J

Confidential

Photo Copy

From

Gerald R. Ford Library
CHURCH COMM. REQUEST TO CIA FOR MATERIAL ON COMMAND & CONTROL PROCEDURES GOVERNING ACTIVITIES OF US GOVERNMENT INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES

CHURCH, FRANK
ELDER, W

COLBY: CONCERN OVER NR OF HOUSE COMMITTEES REQUESTING DOCUMENTS ON MATTERS CURRENTLY UNDER INVESTIGATION BY SENATE SELECT COM & DEPT OF JUSTICE

CHURCH, FRANK
LATIMER, T

CHURCH COMM. REQUEST 7503367 FOR CYS OF NIES ON CHILE FOR PERIOD OF 1969 TO 1975

CHURCH, FRANK
MACFARLANE
OBER

CHURCH COMM. REQUEST TO CIA FOR DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7503367 - NIES ON CHILE

SECRET
CHURCH COM REQUEST TO NARS FOR DOCUMENTS FROM JFK ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES AS RESPECT TO GOVT OPERATIONS / CHURCH COMMITTEE (HANDLED BY 6523) / CHECK 44591

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

FRENCH, J
SPRINGSTEEN

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO WI - NO COPY - FOR 24 OCT 1952 MEMO FROM TRUMAN TO SECSTATE ON OSS RE COMMUNICATIONS INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES / 50 DIRECTIVE TO NSA

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

DAVIS
WILDEROTTER, J

DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7505828

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO CIA - NO COPY OF LTR - FOR RELEASE OF NSAM-182 &
POLICY PAPER ENTITLED US OVERSEAS INTERNAL DEFENSE POLICY
INITIAL ADDRESSEE

CHURCH, FRANK
OLDER, W

150590344
DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7505905

150587
CHURCH COM REQUEST FOR WM DOCUMENTS RE COVERT ACTIONS IN SEA FROM 1963 - 1964
DE SOTO PATROLS & OPERATION SWITCHBACK
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
MILLER, WILLIA

SCOWCROFT

75059814A
DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7505987 - VIETNAM

75059874A
DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7505987AA CONTINUED - VIETNAM

75059874C
DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7505987AA CONTINUED - VIETNAM

75059874A
DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7505987AA CONTINUED - VIETNAM

75059874A
DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7505987AA CONTINUED - VIETNAM
DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7505987AA CONTINUED - VIETNAM

DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7505987AA CONTINUED - VIETNAM

DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7505987AA CONTINUED - VIETNAM

DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7505987AA CONTINUED - VIETNAM

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO WH FOR MINUTES OF NSC MTGS BTW 1 JUL 1970 & SEP 6 1975 CONGO & WHICH ROBERT JOHNSON OF NSC STAFF ATTENDED

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
DAVIS, FREDERI
WILDEROTTER, J

DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7506046

ED / CHURCH COM REQUEST TO WH FOR DOCUMENTS ON TOXINS RE NSDM 35 NSDM 44
NSSM 59 & NSSM 89

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
BUCHEN, P

DOCUMENT LIST CONTINUED FROM 7506129

7506249

CHURCH COMM. REQUEST TO NARS FOR DOCS FROM JFK LIBRARY ON PARAMILITARY & COUNTER-INSURGENCY & LADS IN SOUTH VIETNAM

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
DAVIS
FREICH, J
SPRINGSTEEN
LATIMER, T
REED, O
HILDEBRANDT, J
SPRINGSTEEN
DAVIS
SPRINGSTEEN
EVANS, B
DAVIS

DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7506265 - COUNTERINSURGENCY

7506449

CHURCH REQUEST TO WHI BUCHEN FOR RELEASE & DECLASSIFICATION OF INTELLIGENCE MATERIAL ON NSA DUD FOR PUBLIC HEARING - LA / PARTICULARLY NSCI-6 & RCID-673

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
BUCHEN, P

SECRET
CHURCH COMMITTEE REPORT

24 Nov 1976

75064944A

SEE 7506449

1500452

CHURCH FOLLOW-UP LTR TO CIA RE PROPOSED CASE STUDY (NIE'S) ON FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE & THE ROLE & AUTHORITY OF DCI (ADD-ON TO 5/27 CHURCH LTR TO CIA - 7504256)

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

CHURCH, FRANK

CLARKE, J

75064324A

7506402

QUOTATIONS FROM DOCUMENTS FOR CHURCH COM ON ASSASSINATION PLOTS

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

CHURCH, FRANK

TOWER, JOHN

CHURCH, FRANK

TOWER, JOHN

MCFAULANE

7506512

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO CIA FOR 1962 VIETNAM DOCUMENTS (NO CL OF CHURCH LTR -- PERHAPS SAME AS CHURCH 6/24 TO CIA ON ASSASSINATIONS)

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

CHURCH, FRANK

ELDER, W

7506513

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO WH BUCHEN FOR CIA INTERNAL EMPLOYEES IG REPORT ON ACTIVITIES OUTSIDE ITS CHARTER & NSC 5412 (FURTHER TO CHURCH 9/12 TO CIA - 4654)

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

MCFAULANE

SCOWCROFT

7506514

CHURCH COM REQUEST FOR MEETING W/ RICHARD OBER & ROB ROY RATLIFF
CHURCH COMMITTEE REPORT

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

SCOWCRAFT

DRAFT INSTRUCTIONS TO DCI TO PREPARE ORAL BRIEFING ON COVERT ACTIVITIES FOR CHURCH CON / FOLLOW-UP CRITIQUE TO HAK (CHURCH REQ TO COLBY - NO CY OF LTR)

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

COLBY, W

CHURCH CON REQUEST TO CIA FOR ADOL AGENCY INPUT ON ASSASSINATION OF SCHNEIDER IN CHILE — FOLLOW-UP TO COLBY TESTIMONY OF 21 MAY 1975 TRACK I & II

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

ELDER, W

CHURCH CON REQUEST TO DOD RE ALLEGED IMPROPER OPERATIONS AT GITMO CUBA 1961-64 (QUESTION AROSE OUT OF CHURCH REVIEW OF ASSASSINATION & CUBA) (NO CY OF LTR)

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

SCHELLSINGER, J

CY OF FIRST CHURCH CON REQUEST TO CIA FOR RECORDS & DOCUMENTS ON INTELLIGENCE NOLTING RPT CUNNINGHAM RPT / SURVEY OF CIA CASE STUDIES

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

COLBY, W

SECRET
24 NOV 1976

CHURCH COMMITTEE REPORT

DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7506547

DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7506547 CONTINUED

STATE FDOS INFO CY OF EAGLEBURGER MEMO TO LATIMER RE DISCLOSURE OF FORN
INTELLIGENCE / TO SET STRONG GUIDELINES FOR CHURCH COM HANDLING OF MATERIAL

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
SCOWCROFT

BKUDAS, ELMER
EAGLEBURGER, L

INFO CY OF CIA MEMO FOR RECORD ON BRIEFING TO SCC STAFFERS ON INTELLIGENCE
COLLECTION METHODS

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
MCFARLANE

CLARKE, J

CY OF MEMO FOR RECORD ON BRIEFING FOR SCC STAFFERS ON REQUIREMENTS PROCESS

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
MCFARLANE

CLARKE, J

CHURCH COMMITTEE REQUEST TO DOD FOR BRIEFING FROM AFTAC RE MILITARY INTELL
THE NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION AREA [CHECK FOR CHURCH LTR]

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
CHURCH, FRANK
LATIMER, T

DEAN ROOK REPORTS ON INTELLIGENCE SEMINAR FROM ICAF, WITH WALTERS, CLINE,
MILLER, & RANSOM PARTICIPATING

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
CLARKE, J
7506579
JUSTICE DEPT (G CALHOUN) REQUEST TO WH FOR COPIES OF CIA & STATE MONGOOSE FILES
PLUS SOME DOD MATERIAL (CHECK FOR LTR)
INITIAL ADDRESSEE

FRENCH, J
7506581
COPY OF PROPOSED BRIEFING BY OCI TO CHURCH COMMITTEE ON SOVIET STRATEGIC
CAPABILITIES AND HOW NIE'S ARE DEVELOPED (FOLLOW-UP TO 7/14 & 5/27 RE NIE'S)
INITIAL ADDRESSEE

SIDERIL, H
7506562
FIFTY TWO VOLUME OF INTERNAL CIA HISTORIES REQUESTED BY THE CHURCH COMMITTEE
RESPONSE TO CHURCH 3/12 LTR TO CIA -- 7506547
INITIAL ADDRESSEE

WILDEROTTER, J
SCOWCROFT
7506631
CHURCH COM REQUEST FOR ACCESS TO DOD PAPERS RE PARAMILITARY REPARATIONS
IN INDONESIA JAN 1954 TO 1959
INITIAL ADDRESSEE

JUANBECK, ALTO
LATIMER, T
7306621AA
DOCUMENT LIST FOR 7506631

7506680
CHURCH COM REQUEST TO WH FOR SPECIAL REP INTERAGENCY COM MATERIAL ON
INTELLIGENCE 1970 HUSTON PLAN FOR SSC PUBLIC HEARINGS / RELATED TO NSA HEARING
INITIAL ADDRESSEE

SCHWARTZ, FREDE
7506641
CHURCH COM REQUEST FOR CY OF 24 OCT 1952 TRUMAN MEMO ON NSA / ALSO REQUEST
FOR DECLASS
INITIAL ADDRESSEE

WILDEROTTER, J

SCHMIDT, FREDE

CHURCH, FRANK

CHURCH, FRANK

CHURCH, FRANK

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

LEVI, E

LEVI, E

LEVI, E

SCOWCROFT

SCOWCROFT

SCOWCROFT

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO ATTORNEY GENERAL FOR INTELLIGENCE MATERIAL RELATED TO THE FBI / INCLUDES 2ND CHURCH LTR TO AG 5/14

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

SCOWCROFT

SCOWCROFT

SCOWCROFT

CHURCH COM REQUEST -- RELIEVE TO CIA / NO CYS OR LTR -- FOR INTELLIGENCE MATERIAL ON MAIL INTERCEPT PROGRAMS

SCHMIDT, FREDE

CHURCH, FRANK

CHURCH, FRANK

CHURCH, FRANK

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

LEVI, E

LEVI, E

LEVI, E

SCOWCROFT

SCOWCROFT

SCOWCROFT

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO ATTORNEY GENERAL FOR INTELLIGENCE MATERIAL RELATED TO THE FBI / INCLUDES 2ND CHURCH LTR TO AG 5/14

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

LEVI, E

LEVI, E

LEVI, E

SCOWCROFT

SCOWCROFT

SCOWCROFT

CHURCH COM REQUEST -- RELIEVE TO CIA / NO CYS OR LTR -- FOR INTELLIGENCE MATERIAL ON MAIL INTERCEPT PROGRAMS
INITIAL ADDRESSEE

CULBY, W

CHURCH, FRANK

1506724

CHURCH REQUEST TO STATE FOR DOCUMENTS OF PAST RELATIONS W/ INDONESIA

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

KISSINGER, H

CHURCH, FRANK SPRINGSTEEN

1506724AA

DOCUMENT LIST FOR 1506724 - INDONESIA

7506724AB

DOCUMENT LIST FOR 1506724 CONTINUED - INDONESIA

7506724AC

DOCUMENT LIST FOR 1506724 CONTINUED - INDONESIA

7507052

KISSINGER SIG W/ PREP ON 13 OCT 1975 - LA

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

KISSINGER

MCCARLANE

CIA LIST OF MATERIAL FWD TO WHITE HOUSE HOUSE ON CHURCH COM & COVERT ACTIONS DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

WILDEROTTIE, J

CLARKE, J

THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL HAS PROVIDED TO WILDEROTTIE FOR RELEASE OR CLEARANCE PRIOR TO RELEASE TO THE CHURCH COM

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

FOU O S C R E T
24 NOV 1970

CLARKE, J
7507052A

WILDEROTTER, J
7507052A

7507052A

7507052A

7507052A

7507110

CHURCH COM REQUESTS TO DOD - NO LTR - FOR DOD DOCUMENTS RE MILITARY COVER FOR CIA

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

DAVIS
WILDEROTTER, J

7507221

CHURCH COM REQUEST MARCH 1970 NSDM ON THAI FORCES IN LAOS / NO SUCH NSDM EXIST - NO CY OF REQUEST

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

DAVIS
SCOWCROFT

7507319

CHURCH COM DRAFT RPT ON COVERT ACTIONS IN CHILE 1963 - 1973 & REQUEST FOR OPEN HEARINGS / OPERATION SHAMROCK & PROPOSED SUMMARY FOR RELEASE

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

MILLER, WILLIAM
CULBY, M

ROGOVIN, M
24 Nov 1976

CHURCH COMMITTEE REPORT

COLBY, W
CHURCH, FRANK

7507341

CHURCH COM & OPERATION SHAMROCK / NSA INCLUDES LTR FM CHURCH TO NSA GEN ALLEN - NO COPY PROVIDED TO NSC/S - LA

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

ALLEN, L

7507413

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO CIA RE CABLES ON PROJECT FUDDOUBLE

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

ELDER, W

7507414

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO CIA FOR DOCUMENTS ON PROPRIETARIES

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

CHURCH, FRANK

750741444

7507415

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO CIA FOR UNSPECIFIED DOCUMENTS RELATED TO AN INITIAL REQUEST OF OCT 14 1975 -- NO COPY OF OCT 14 LTR RECD IN NSC/S

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

ELDER, W

7507416

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO CIA REQUEST FOR DECLAS OF FACT SHEET RE INDONESIA FOR COM HEARINGS SCHEDULED FOR OCT 31
24 Nov 1970

CHURCH COMMITTEE REPORT

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
BOLTMAN, S
7507519

CHURCH COMM REQUEST TO NSC VIA PHONE FOR NSDM ON THAI FORCES IN LAOS

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
NSC

DAVIS
7507570

SENATE SELECT COMM REQUEST CY OF DIA ACTIVATION PLAN APPROVAL SEPT 29 1961

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
MATHENY

GRUDD, ELMER
7507123

SENATE SELECT COMM REQUEST CY OF DIA ACTIVATION PLAN APPROVAL SEPT 29 1961

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
MATHENY

GRUDD, ELMER

7507020

PROPOSED RELEASE OF KENNEN PORTION OF NSP EX COMM MINUTES OF 23 APR 1973 &
29 Nov 1973 - LA CHURCH COMM REQUEST TO DOD ON OCEAN SURVEILLANCE

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
WILDEROTTEN, J

MATHENY
OBER
7507049

CHURCH COMM REQUEST FOR STATUS OF REQUESTS TO NSC RE DOCUMENTS ON CHILE
INDONESIA CONGO & ANALYTICAL SUMMARIES OF NIE - FOCUS ISRAEL CRM 7506724

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
SCOWCROFT

MAHSH, J
MILLER, WILLIA
MAHSH, J

7507619AA

DOCUMENT LIST FROM 7507639

7507049AA

ADD-ON CHURCH COMM REQUEST TO NSC FOR ANALYTICAL SUMMARIES OF
NIE'S -- SEE 7504296 - DOCUMENT LIST FROM 7507639 CONTINUED
EXECUTIVE BRANCH LEGAL OPINIONS ON COMPLIANCE PROCEDURES OR NON-COMPLIANCE DEFENSE OF REQUESTS BY PIKE & CHURCH COM / INCLUDES HYLAND MEMO RE IMPASSE

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
DAVIS

WILDEROTTER, J
HYLAND

HYLAND MEMO FOR RECORD RE DRAFT CHURCH COM RPT ON US INVOLVEMENT IN ASSASSINATIONS OF PORN LEADERS

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
SCOWCROFT

HYLAND, W

CHURCH COM REQUEST FOR DOCUMENTS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF PUBLIC LAW 93-475 RE RESPONSIBILITY OF US AMB

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
PRES

CHURCH, FRANK SPAINSTEIN

ACK LTR TO KATHENY FM ELDER REQUESTING ANNEX C TO 1967 KATZENBACH RPT

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
ELDER, W

DAVIS

CIA REQUEST TO WH FOR CHURCH COM ACCESS TO COVERT ACTION MEMOS OF FEB & MAR 1961 - FOUND IN WILDEROTTER FILE FOLDER

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
WILDEROTTER

ELDER, W

CIA REQUEST TO WH FOR CHURCH COM ACCESS TO 5 SELECTED DOCUMENTS ON COVERT ACTION IN INDONESIA - FOUND IN WILDEROTTER FILE FOLDER

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
WILDEROTTER
CHURCH COMMITTEE REPORT

SECRET

CIA REQUEST TO WH FOR ACCESS BY CHURCH COM TO COVERT ACTION DOCUMENTS RE CONGO FOUND IN WILDEROTTER FILE FOLDER
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
WILDEROTTER

CIA REQUEST TO WH RE CHURCH COM ACCESS TO SPECIAL GROUP II DOCUMENT RE 1962 TRAINING PROGRAM IN COUNTER-INSURGENCY - FOUND IN WILDEROTTER FILE FOLDER
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
WILDEROTTER

CIA REQUEST FOR WH APPROVAL TO GRANT CHURCH COM ACCESS TO DOCUMENTS RE INDONESIA - FOUND IN WILDEROTTER FILE FOLDER
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
WILDEROTTER, J

CIA REQUEST TO WH RE APPROVAL ON DECLASS OF MAIL INTERCEPT MATERIAL FOR CHURCH COM
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
BUCHEN

ADVISE TO WH FROM CIA RE AGENCY PROVIDING CHURCH COM WITH DOCUMENTS ON ITT / CHILE RELATIONSHIP
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
BUCHEN

CIA REQUEST TO WH RE APPROVAL OF ACCESS FOR THE CHURCH COM TO 7 NSC DOCUMENTS ON INDONESIA
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
WILDEROTTER, J

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO WH FOR A COPY OF THE DEFENSE BLUE RIBBON PANEL RPT KNOWN AS FITZMAUGH RPT DATED JULY 1 1970
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
SECRET
AARON, DAVID

7500060

CHURCH COMMITTEE REQUEST TO WH FOR CY OF NKRS MEMO TO AGENCIES 5 NOV 1971 RE ORGANIZATION OF US FOR N INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

MARSH, J

CHURCH, FRANK
DUVAL, H
ELGER, W

7500119

A POSSIBLE APPEARANCE BY FORMER PRES NIXON BEFORE CHURCH COMMITTEE TO DISCUSS VARIOUS INTELLIGENCE SUBJECTS

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

MILLER, HERBERT J

SCHWAND, FREDE
GUCHEN, P
SMOTHERS, CURT

7508121

OMB MEMO FOR THE RECORD ON CHURCH REQUEST FOR IC STAFF RPTS / OBJECTIVES & PERSPECTIVES / KEY INTELLIGENCE QUESTIONS

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

NSC

UBEA

7506191

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO STATE & INR REQUEST FOR NSC AUTHORIZATION TO RELEASE DOCS RE CONGO & 303 COM MEMOS / INCLUDES PROCEDURES ON DISPOSITION OF MATERIAL

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

HYLAND

DAVIS
HITCHCOCK, J

7508353

CIA LISTING OF CIA DOCUMENTS FWD'ED TO WHITE HOUSE FOR APPROVAL TO RELEASE TO CHURCH COM

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

MATHENY

ELGER, W

7508550

FALIO MFR ON BRIEFING FOR CHURCH COM ON INTELLIGENCE

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

FALIO

FALIO

RECORD
24 NOV 1976

CHURCH COMMITTEE REPORT

ACTION ITEMS 28 MAY MTG / MINUTES / SUMMARY OF MTGS OF USIB AD NSC GRP ON CONGRESSIONAL REVIEWS OF THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY RE PIKE & CHURCH COM

INITIAL ADDRESSEE FYI

SCOWCROFT

INVESTIGATIONS OF CIA INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES / CIA COLBY MATERIAL FOR USE W/ SENATE & HOUSE SELECT COM / DEFENSE SUBCOM OF HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS COM / USIB

INITIAL ADDRESSEE NSC

OBER

NSC COMMENTS ON CHURCH OCM ISSUES PAPER & PROPOSED LEGISLATION ON REORGANIZATION OF INTELLIGENCE

INITIAL ADDRESSEE NSC

OBER

HYLAND

FOI PROCEDURAL RE IMPACT OF CHURCH OCM RPTS ON NSC FOIA LAWSUIT

INITIAL ADDRESSEE NSC

DAVIS

HYLAND

FOI REQUEST RM BUNNELL FOR CYS OF ALL NSC DOCUMENTS RE INDONESIA WHICH NSC SUPPLIED CHURCH OCM

INITIAL ADDRESSEE

BUNNELL, FREDE

WILSON, G

7600086

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE STAFF ACCESS TO DOCUMENTS OF KEY INTELLIGENCE QUESTIONS EVALUATION PROCESS - HEP

INITIAL ADDRESSEE NSC

OBER

THOMAS, J

7600257

NSA PAPER RE JUSTIFICATION FOR NSA STORAGE OF RECORDS PROVIDED TO CHURCH SENATE

NSC

Admittance
CHURCH COMMITTEE REPORT

COM ON INTELLIGENCE
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
DAVIS

GOLDBERG, A

CHURCH COMMITTEE DRAFT REPORT ON CIA COVERT OPERATIONS IN INDONESIA 1957 - 1958
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
NSC/S

MATHENY

CHURCH COMMITTEE REQUEST FOR MINUTES OF NSC MTG ON CHILE
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
NSC

DAVIS

CHURCH COMMITTEE REQUEST FOR NOV 5 1971 MEMO TO INTELLIGENCE PRINCIPALS
FROM PRES NIXON
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
THOMAS, J

OBER

DISPOSITION OF DOCUMENTS PROVIDED TO PIKE COM RE BUSH LTR TO PIKE DTD 2/6
INCD PIKE TO BUSH & RHoads / CERTIFICATE OF DESTRUCTION / REF CHURCH COM
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
SCOWCROFT

DAVIS
KUGOVIN, M
DUVALL, M
BUSH, G
PIKE, UTIS G
PIKE, UTIS G
RECKNAGDADE, G.
BUSH, W

MEILLER CHURCH COMMITTEE REQUEST FOR CASP IMPLEMENTATION & RELATED RPTS TO NSDM 93
RE CHILE
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
MEILLER, ROBERT

DAVIS

COMMUNITY INDEX OF CONGRESSIONAL INTELLIGENCE INVESTIGATION REQUESTS

SECRET
CHURCH COMMITTEE REPORT

INITIAL ADDRESSEE
WILSON, S.

DAVIS
7601197
CIA FWU TO NSC CHURCH COM DRAFT RPT ON LAOS PARAMILITARY PROGRAM 1955 - 1974 & COVERT ACTION RPT OPERATION IN INDONESIA 1957 - 1958
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
MATHENY

ELDER, W
7601329
REQUEST FOR STATE COMMENTS ON CHURCH COM REQUEST FOR JUL 2 1972 MEMO FM RUSK TO PRES KENNEDY RE DOMINICAN REP & US SUGAR LEGISLATION
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
SPRINGSTEEN

DAVIS
7601957
JWD DAVIS CHRON ON PIKE COM INVESTIGATION ON INTELLIGENCE
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
NSC/S

DAVIS
7601958
JWD DAVIS CHRON OF CHURCH COM INVESTIGATION ON INTELLIGENCE
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
NSC/S

DAVIS
7601959

7602621
MEMO RE DECLAS OF NSCIDS IN RELATION TO RELEASE OF NSCIDS BY CHURCH COM
DECLAS OF NSC 10 & NSC 10/2 & FURTHER DENIAL OF TRUMAN INTELLIGENCE DIRECTIVE
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
SCHECHTER

DAVIS
7602691
CHURCH COM REQUEST FOR LBJ LIBRARY DOCUMENTS RE CUBA & RELATED MATTERS RE JFK ASSASSINATION & ALLEGED CUBA INVOLVEMENT / WARREN COMMIS CHU FINAL RPT
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
DAVIS

7603340
CY ELDOR MEMO TO MILLER RE CIA BACKGROUND MEMO ON ALLENDE REVOLUTIONARY STANCE
IN CHILE FOR CHURCH COM
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
SCOWCROFT

7603341
CHU COM REQUEST FOR ODD DOCUMENTS ON CUBA AMISH CASTRO ASSASSINATION ATTEMPTS
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
SCOWCROFT

7603342
MFR ON DOCUMENTS FWD TO THE CHURCH COM BY OR UPON APPROVAL OF THE NSC
DISPOSITION OF CHURCH COM INTELLIGENCE DOCUMENTS
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
NSC/S

7603373
AGENCY COMMENTS ON CHURCH COM RPT & SEN CHURCH STATEMENT ON FINAL RPT OF
THE CHURCH COM RE FORM & MILITARY INTELLIGENCE / ND CY IN NSC OF DRAFT RPT
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
MATHENY

7603373
CHURCH COM REQUEST TO CIA FOR INFO ON CUBAN RETALIATORY ACTIONS DUE TO
COVER ACTION PROGRAM AGAINST CASTRO
INITIAL ADDRESSEE
MILLER, WILLIAM G

PHOTO COPY
FROM
GERALD R. FORD LIBRARY
LISTING OF CIA DOD NSA & STATE INTELLIGENCE MATERIAL REVIEWED IN RESPONSE TO
CHURCH COM REQUESTS / DOCUMENTS FOUND IN WILDERGUTER SAFE

INITIAL ADDRESSEE: NSC/S

CHURCH COM REQUEST TO DOD FOR DOCS RE CUBA CASTRO RETALITORY ACTIONS AGAINST
US FOR COVERT ACTIONS

INITIAL ADDRESSEE: MATHENY

DESCRIPTION OF NSC ROLE IN DECISION MAKING PROCESS AS PART OF KARALEKAS REVIEW
OF CHURCH COM APT

INITIAL ADDRESSEE: HYLAND

RPT FOR WP RE STATUS OF THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY - LA

INITIAL ADDRESSEE: HYLAND

PHOTO COPY FROM GERALD R. FORD LIBRARY